We present a literature review and classi® cation of techniques to determine both the design parameters and kanban sequences for just-in-time manufacturing systems. We summarize the model structures, decision variables, performance measures and assumptions in a tabular format. It is important to state that there is a signi® cant relationship between the design parameters, such as the number of kanbans and kanban sizes, and the scheduling decisions in a multiitem, multi-stage, multi-horizon kanban system. An experimental design is developed to evaluate the impact of operational issues, such as sequencing rules and actual lead times on the design parameters.
Introduction
In recent years, the term just-in-time (JIT) has become a common term in repetitive manufacturing. It is used to describe a management philosophy that encourages change and improvement through inventory reduction. JIT can be de® ned as the ideal of having the necessary amount of material available where it is needed and when it is needed. It is an attempt to produce items in the smallest possible quantities, with minimal waste of human and natural resources, and only when they are needed. JIT systems have proven to be e ective at meeting production goals in environments with high process reliability, low setup times and low demand variability (Groenevelt 1993) . In general, JIT has a pull system of coordination between stages of production. In a pull system, a production activity at a stage is initiated to replace a part used by the succeeding stage, whereas in a push system, production takes place for future need.
The advantages of JIT production include reduced inventories, reduced lead times, higher quality, reduced scrap and rework rates, ability to keep schedules, increased¯exibility, easier automation, and better utilization of workers and equipment. However, there is a limit to the extent that JIT can be usefully applied in many industries. The major JIT successes are in repetitive manufacturing environments. If the demand cannot be predicted accurately and product variety cannot be constrained, it may not be possible to implement JIT e ectively. The ® nal assembly schedule must also be very level and stable. In pull approaches, information¯ow is tied to material¯ow, hence valuable information (e. g. on the demand trend) is not sent to all stages of production as soon as it is available. Pull systems can therefore
Literature review
We ® rst provide a comparative review of kanban literature on determining the design parameters using a tabular format, then discuss the studies on determining the kanban sequences to show the impact of operational issues on the design parameters.
Determining the design parameters
In this section, we review the models for determining the design parameters in a kanban system, and summarize the model structures, decision variables, performance measures and assumptions in a tabular format. The characteristics considered in this review are classi® ed as follows (the emboldened letters give the key to the entries in table 1 later):
Most of the existing studies in the literature are modelled by using a mathematical programming, Markov chain or simulation approaches. There are a few exceptional studies that use other methods such as statistical analysis or the Toyota formula. In table 1 later, we collect these models under the heading`others'. On the other hand, a solution approach can be either heuristic or exact. For an exact solution methodology, one of the dynamic programming, integer programming, linear programming, mixed integer programming, or nonlinear integer programming techniques can be used to ® nd an optimum solution.
For the analytical models the decision variables are mainly kanban sizes, number of kanbans, withdrawal cycle length for periodic review models, and safety stock levels. For the simulation models the commonly used performance measures are number of kanbans, machine utilizations, inventory holding cost, backorder cost, and ® ll rates. Fill rate can be de® ned as the probability that an order will be satis® ed through inventory. Models can consider di erent combinations of the criteria stated above. The objectives for the analytical models can be minimizing the costs or minimizing the inventories. For the cost minimization, the cost terms can be considered either independently as inventory holding cost, shortage cost, and setup cost, or the combination of these costs as an operating cost. Another objective for stochastic models can be maximizing the throughput of the system.
The production setting for the models include the layout, number of time periods, number of items, number of stages, and capacity. Layout can be serial (¯ow-line), assembly-tree, or a general network without backtracking (modi® ed¯owline). An empty cell in the table for any of these indicate that the characteristic is not considered in the corresponding study.
Kanban system can be either a single-card or a dual-card. The assumptions for the models are also stated in the tabular format. These assumptions are the ones that are commonly considered, more speci® c ones are indicated in the explanations of the models. The ® rst assumption is on the kanban size. An empty cell for this characteristic indicates that the kanban size is not a parameter, but is a decision variable for the system. Another assumption relates to the nature of the system such that the system can be either stochastic or deterministic. For the deterministic models, this cell is left empty. For the stochastic ones, the stochastic parameters are indicated. The production cycle di erentiates between the models that have continuous production and ® xed production intervals. The fourth assumption speci® es the material handling mechanism, and it can be either an instantaneous or a periodic one. The ® fth assumption is related to backorders. An empty cell indicates that backorder is allowed. And, the last assumption is on the system reliability. If the system is reliable, this cell is left empty, otherwise the unreliability of the system is stated. In table 1, the models are presented using the classi® cation scheme listed at the start of § 2.1. Further explanations of the models are given below. Kimura and Terada (1981) describe the operation of kanban systems and examine the accompanying inventory¯uctuations in a JIT environment. They provide several balance equations for kanban systems in a single item, multi-stage, uncapacitated serial production setting to demonstrate how demand¯uctuations of the ® nal product in¯uence the¯uctuations of production and inventory at the upstream stages. The authors use simulation to show that¯uctuations are ampli® ed when the size of order and/or lead time becomes large. Huang et al. (1983) simulate the JIT with kanban for a multi-line, multi-stage production system in order to determine its adaptability to a US production envir- onment. The simulated production system includes variable processing times (normally distributed), variable master production scheduling (exponentially distributed demand), and imbalances between production stages. The authors conclude that the variability in processing times and demand rates are ampli® ed in a multi-stage setting, and that excess capacity has to be available to avoid bottlenecks. Monden (1984) comments on the conclusion drawn by Huang et al. (1983) . He stated that the kanban system should be able to adapt to daily changes in demand within 10% deviations from the monthly master production schedule (MPS). Larger seasonal uctuations in demand can be accommodated by setting up the monthly MPS appropriately. Bitran and Chang (1987) extend Kimura and Terada's (1981) serial model. They provide a nonlinear integer formulation for kanban systems in a deterministic, single item, multi-stage, capacitated, assembly-tree structure production setting. The formulation assumes zero transportation lead time and planning periods of known length, and ® nds the minimum feasible number of kanbans. The authors show that the initial nonlinear model can be transformed into an integer linear program with the same feasible and optimal solutions. The proposed model does not incorporate uncertainties. Rees et al. (1987) develop a methodology for dynamically adjusting the number of kanbans in an unstable production environment. They use the Toyota equation with unit kanban capacities, forecasted demands and estimates of kanban lead time probability density functions to determine the number of kanbans. Miyazaki et al. (1988) modify the conventional economic order quantity model to determine the average inventory for ® xed interval withdrawal and supplier kanban systems, give formulae to determine the minimum number of kanbans required, and derive an algorithm to obtain the optimal order interval. The objective is to minimize the average inventory holding and ordering costs in a deterministic setting. Gupta and Gupta (1989) simulate a single item, multi-line, multi-stage, dual-card kanban system. They investigate the impact of changing the number of kanbans and kanban sizes on the performance of the system. The performance measures are chosen to be in-process inventory, capacity utilization or production idle time, and shortage of the ® nal product. The authors conclude that determining the number of kanbans is essential to the performance of the system, and keeping the bu er size constant by increasing the kanban size and decreasing the number of kanbans accordingly increase the inventory. For the smooth operation in a JIT environment the stages should be balanced and the suppliers should be reliable. Finally, the system performance declines with an increase in demand variability. Karmarkar and Kekre (1989) develop a continuous time Markov model to study the e ect of batch sizing policy on production lead time and inventory levels. Both single and dual card kanban cells and two-stage systems are modelled. They also examine the e ect of varying the number of kanbans in the cell. The primary intent of the investigation is to develop a qualitative analysis of kanban systems that can provide insights to parametric behavior of kanban systems. The results show that the kanban size has a signi® cant e ect on the performance of kanban systems. Philipoom et al. (1990) describe the signal kanban technique and demonstrate two versions of an integer mathematical programming approach for determining the optimal lot sizes to signal kanbans in a multi-item, multi-stage setting. A simulation model is employed to test the e ectiveness of the programming models. The models assume no backorders, therefore the stages are decoupled and interdependencies are eliminated. Wang and Wang (1990) present a continuous time Markov model to determine the number of kanbans in a multi-item, multi-stage, dual-card kanban system with a single withdrawal kanban for each stage. The model can be applied to serial, assembly (merge) type and disassembly (split) type production settings. The authors assume that the production and demand rates are exponential. Furthermore, the stages are assumed to be independent. To determine the number of kanbans, several alternatives for number of kanbans are considered, and the one with minimum cost is chosen. The model can be extended to systems with unreliable machines. Mitra and Mitrani (1990) present a continuous time Markov model for a multiitem, multi-stage, serial production setting. The processing times are exponentially distributed and the raw material and demand arrival have Poisson distribution. The authors show the equivalence of kanban system to the tandem sequence with minimal blocking policy. They also show that, under their distribution assumptions, the throughput-inventory relation of kanban system dominates that of traditional discipline of manufacturing blocking. The authors develop an approximation algorithm, which is compared with a simulation model. As a result, they observe that the approximation has the largest errors in the long production lines with few kanban cards in each cell. The model can be extended to systems with unreliable machines. Bard and Golony (1991) develop a mixed integer linear program to determine the number of kanbans at each stage in a multi-item, multi-stage, capacitated, general assembly shop. The objective is to minimize inventory holding, shortage and setup costs for a given demand and planning horizon without violating the basic kanban principles. The model is most appropriate when the demand is steady and the lead times are short. Li and Co (1991) extend Bitran and Chang's (1987) model to develop bounds for an e cient kanban assignment and apply them to solve a dynamic programming model in a deterministic, single item, multi-stage, serial/assembly-tree structure production setting. The authors assume an in® nite capacity. This assumption not only removes the capacity constraints but also eliminates the need to keep track of the number of units in partially ® lled kanbans. Therefore, the model is computationally very e cient, even for a complex non-serial system. Mittal and Wang (1992) develop a database-oriented simulator, called CADOK (computer aided determination of kanbans), to determine the number of kanbans in a production setting where breakdowns, reworks, setup times, variable processing times (normally distributed), and variable demand (exponentially distributed) are modelled. Backorder costs are assumed to be prohibitively high. The model can handle both assembly and disassembly type operations such that several stages supply products to the same stage or one stage supplies parts to several stages. Furthermore, delay can be induced for the information to travel from one stage to another. However, the system cannot handle backtracking so it is only applicable tō owlines or modi® ed¯owlines. Askin et al. (1993) develop a continuous time, steady-state Markov model for determining the optimal number of production kanbans in a multi-item, multi-stage, serial production setting. The objective is to minimize the inventory holding and shortage costs given external demand and the kanban sizes. The external demand assumption permits the modelling of a multi-stage system as independent stages. The model uses the Toyota equation, and ® nds the number of kanbans and safety factor.
The performance of the model is sensitive to the accurate estimation of the queue lengths. Mitwasi and Askin (1994) provide a nonlinear integer mathematical model for the multi-item, single stage, capacitated kanban system. It is assumed that demand is external, dynamic and evenly distributed over period, the system is reliable, setups are small enough to allow batch sizes as small as a single kanban, and no shortages are permissible. The control periods are assumed to be small enough to ignore batch sequencing problem. The model is transformed to a simpler model with the same set of optimal and feasible kanban solutions. Lower and upper bounds for the number of kanbans are developed. A heuristic solution is also presented. Takahashi (1994) provides a simulation model to determine the number of kanbans for a single item, unbalanced serial production systems under stochastic conditions (demand with exponential distribution and processing time with gamma distribution). An algorithm that allows di erent numbers of production and withdrawal kanbans at an inventory point is proposed. It is assumed that the total number of kanbans are known, withdrawal lead time is negligible, and backorders are allowed. Ohno et al. (1995) derive the stability condition of a JIT production system with the production and supplier kanbans under the stochastic demand and deterministic processing times. An algorithm for determining the optimal number of two kinds of kanbans that minimize an expected average cost per period is devised. In other words, this algorithm determines the optimal safety stocks in the Toyota equation. Philipoom et al. (1996) provide a nonlinear integer mathematical model for the multi-item, multi-stage, multi-period, capacitated kanban system. It is assumed that demand is deterministic, the system is reliable, setups are sequence-independent, production costs are stable, lot sizes remain constant throughout the shop and no shortages are permissible. The model determines the kanban sizes, number of kanbans, and ® nal assembly sequence simultaneously by minimizing the setup and inventory holding costs. Berkley (1996) investigates the e ect of kanban size on system performance in a multi-item, multi-stage, dual-card kanban system. The performance measures are inprocess inventory and customer service level. The author varies the number of kanbans and kanban sizes in the tandem so that the total in-process inventory capacity remains constant. Simulation results show that smaller kanban sizes lead to smaller in-process inventories, and smaller kanban sizes can lead to better customer service when the cost of the greater setup times can be o set by the bene® ts of more frequent material handling. The study assumes that the kanban sizes and number of kanbans are same for all parts and the set of kanban size values are independent of the demand distribution. Moeeni et al. (1997) propose a methodology, based on Taguchi's robust design framework, to implement kanban systems in uncertain production environments. The authors model the e ects of environmental variations such as demand patterns, supplier lead times, setup times, processing times, time between breakdowns and repair times on the kanban system performance. To evaluate the performance of design, they use a quadratic loss function. The proposed methodology is examined via simulation. An experimental design that considers the number of kanbans, kanban review periods and container sizes simultaneously is performed. The authors ® nd that for their system, the container size is the most important factor in terms of the performance measures used.
The current literature can be extended in several ways. For each part in the Kanban system two basic design parameters have to be determined: the kanban size, and the number of kanbans to be used. Very few studies exist that consider the kanban sizes explicitly, i.e. Gupta and Gupta (1989) , Karmarkar and Kekre (1989) , Philipoom et al. (1996) , and Moeeni et al. (1997) . Berkley (1996) studies the e ect of kanban sizes on system performance, but he assumes that the kanban sizes are set regardless of the demand distribution. Most of the models assume that the kanban sizes are known and the number of kanbans can be determined by using these predetermined values. In fact, the number of kanbans and kanban sizes should be determined simultaneously, as these two together a ect the performance of the system. Almost none of the models, except Philipoom et al. (1996) , consider the impact of operating issues on design parameters. It is usually assumed that the control periods are small enough to ignore the batch sequencing problem. Even in the study of Philipoom et al., only the ® nal assembly sequence is determined and it is assumed that it propagates back by the ® rst-come-® rst-served (FCFS) rule. In general, instantaneous material handling is used. There are only two models that use non-instantaneous material handling, by Miyazaki et al. (1988) for supplier and withdrawal kanbans, and by Philipoom et al. (1990) for signal kanbans. The model structures are di erent, and their ® ndings cannot be generalized to a dualcard kanban system.
Several models in the literature assume station independence. Askin et al. (1993) and Mitwasi and Askin (1994) assume external demand. The demand for each stage is externally generated and with the assumption of su cient capacity, the multi-stage system can be modelled as independent stages linked by their proportional demand rates. Kimura and Terada (1981) , Philipoom et al. (1990) , and Li and Co (1991) assume that the capacity is unlimited. Bitran and Chang (1987) , Philipoom et al. (1990) and Philipoom et al. (1996) do not allow backorders. Under JIT system, all stages are integrally tied to each other and if there is a delay in one stage then both the preceding and succeeding stages should be a ected to highlight interdependencies among the stages. This is crucial for reducing the size of the inventory levels and eliminating overall waste. Although this possibility is eliminated with the assumption of no backorders and an in® nite production capacity, hence each stage can be modelled independently.
Determining the kanban sequences
In JIT systems, the ® nal assembly schedule determines production orders for all of the stages in the facility. Once the assembly line is scheduled, it is assumed that the sequence propagates back through the system. Kanbans in the rest of the shop are processed in order in which they are received, i.e. FCFS. However, there are several studies in the literature that test this assumption. Lee (1987) compares the FCFS, shortest processing time (SPT), SPT/LATE, higher pull demand (HPF), and HPF/LATE in a¯ow shop using a dual-card kanban system with ® xed order points. Simulation results show that the SPT and SPT/LATE rules outperform others in several performance measures considered such as production rate, utilization, queue time, and tardiness. The same system is simulated to see the e ect of di erent job mixes, pull rates, and number of kanbans and kanban sizes on the system performance.
Berkley and Kiran (1991) compare the performance of SPT, FCFS, SPT/LATE, and FCFS/SPT rules in a dual-card kanban system with constant withdrawal cycles.
They modify the SPT/LATE used by Lee (1987) to use the local information. They ® nd that contrary to the conventional results, the SPT rule creates the largest average output material queues and in-process inventories, and the FCFS and FCFS/SPT create the least and outperform other two rules. Berkley (1993) compares the performance of FCFS and SPT in a single-card Kanban system with varying queue capacities and material handling frequencies by a simulation model. He is shown that the results of Berkley and Kiran (1991) are due to material handling mechanism used in both of the models since it favors the FCFS rule which maintains consistent kanban priorities from stage to stage and prevents kanban passing. Lummus (1995) simulates a JIT system to investigate the e ect of sequencing on the performance of the system in a multi-item, multi-stage, assembly-tree structure setting. The author uses three sequencing rules, which are Toyota's goal chasing algorithm (a detailed explanation of the algorithm can be found in Monden 1993), demand-driven production and producing all the jobs of the same kind, and study their e ects for di erent sequences given various setup and processing times. She concludes that the sequencing method selected a ects the performance of the system.
The problem of production levelling through scheduling is crucial to kanban systems. Sequencing in kanban-controlled shops are more complex compared with conventional sequencing problems, as the kanbans may not have speci® c due dates and kanban-controlled shops can have station blocking (Berkley 1992) . Station blocking can be described as the idleness of a stage due to full out-bound inventories. Although there are several studies on kanban scheduling, the rules used in these studies are simple dispatching rules. More sophisticated scheduling rules should be used to determine the e ects of scheduling on the performance of kanban systems. Detailed reviews of JIT and kanban systems can be found in Berkley (1992) , Groenevelt (1993) , and Huang and Kusiak (1996) .
Computational analysis
As pointed out above, there is a close interaction between the design parameters of kanban systems, i.e. the number of kanbans and the kanban sizes, and the kanban sequences. Furthermore, Savsar (1996) showed that kanban withdrawal policies might a ect throughput rate and inventory levels of JIT production control systems. Therefore, we develop an experimental design to determine the withdrawal cycle length, number of kanbans, kanban sizes and kanban sequences at each stage simultaneously for a periodic review multi-item, multi-stage, multi-period kanban system under di erent experimental conditions. The overall objective is to minimize the total production cost, which is comprised of backorder and inventory holding costs. The inventory holding cost and backorder cost are the sum of the inventory holding and backorder costs over all stages, respectively.
Another important question is to investigate the impact of operating issues such as sequencing rules and actual lead times on the design parameters. In order to ® nd the kanban sequences at each stage, four sequencing rules commonly used in the literature are considered, which are SPT, SPT-F, FCFS, and FCFS-F. For each rule, the selection is made among the items on the schedule board that have a corresponding full kanban in in-bound storage. It is shown by Berkley and Kiran (1991) that under periodic review kanban systems, FCFS and FCFS/SPT rules perform better than SPT or SPT/LATE. Lee (1987) and Lee and Seah (1988) , on the other hand, show that SPT and SPT/LATE perform better than the FCFS rule. As discussed earlier, the assumptions of these studies, especially material handling mechanisms used in both of the simulation models, were di erent. Berkley and Kiran's model favors the FCFS rule since it maintains consistent kanban priorities from stage to stage and prevents kanban passing. Therefore, we select FCFS and SPT/LATE as in the earlier studies their performance are justi® ed. Wemmerlo È v and Vakharia (1991) show that the family-based rules perform better than their corresponding item-based rules when the performance measure is¯ow time. Therefore, even though the familybased rules have not been used in JIT literature before, we select the corresponding family-based rules of FCFS and SPT/LATE to test the validity of this ® nding under kanban setting. Hence, when multiple kanbans are waiting, by combining the production runs for several kanbans a temporary increase in throughput can be achieved by eliminating some setups. The algorithms for these rules are given below, and the notation used throughout the experimental design are as follows: Step 1. Update the delay values for each item, where, delay is de® ned as the di erence between the arrival time of the item and the current time.
Step 2. Of the unscheduled items select the item with maximum absolute delay. If ties exist, use the SPT as the tie-breaking rule.
Algorithm 2 Ð for FCFS-F:
Step 1. Calculate the total backorders of each family:
total backorder of family iˆX
Step 2. Of the unscheduled families, select the family with maximum total backorder. Schedule all the items in the family with the FCFS. In case ties exist in the family selection, use the SPT-F as the tie-breaking rule.
Algorithm 3 Ð for SPT/LATE:
Step 1. Update the delays of each item. If the maximum absolute delay is smaller than the predetermined level:
Step Step 1.2. Of the unscheduled items, select the item with minimum updated processing time. If ties exist, use the FCFS as the tie-breaking rule.
Step 2. Else, use the FCFS to schedule the items.
Algorithm 4 Ð for SPT-F:
Step Step 2. Of the unscheduled families, select the family with minimum average processing time. In case ties exist, use the FCFS-F as the tie-breaking rule.
There are seven experimental factors that can a ect the e ciency of kanban systems. The parts that share the same setup, processing and routing requirements are grouped into the part families. A more detailed discussion on the formation of part families and corresponding manufacturing cells can be found in Akturk and Balkose (1996) . Therefore, the number of families and the number of parts in each family, i.e. factors A and B, a ect the product mix and congestion of the shop¯oor. As the number of families increase, the setup requirement increases and the scheduling decision becomes more important. The demand for each part is stochastic but comes from ® ve di erent scenarios. In each scenario, demand is uniformly distributed. The probability mass function (PMF) of the demand distribution for the lowvariability case is de® ned below where · is the average demand and UN ‰a; bŠ represents a uniformly distributed random variable in the interval ‰a; bŠ:
:1; DˆUN ‰· ¡ 10; · ¡ 7Š 0:2; DˆUN ‰· ¡ 6; · ¡ 3Š 0:4; DˆUN ‰· ¡ 2; · ‡ 1Š 0:2; DˆUN ‰· ‡ 2; · ‡ 5Š 0:1; DˆUN ‰· ‡ 6; · ‡ 9Š :
This density states that 10% of the time demand will be distributed uniformly between ‰· ¡ 10; · ¡ 7Š, and for another 20% of the time it will be distributed uniformly between ‰· ¡ 6; · ¡ 3Š, and so on. The PMF of the demand distribution for the high-variability case is de® ned as The ® fth factor speci® es the relative load of each stage. In the balanced case, the processing times of items have the same uniform distribution at each stage. In the unbalanced case, the processing times at the fourth stage (stage D in the routing) has a uniform distribution with a higher mean. Therefore, the fourth stage becomes a bottleneck stage and consequently the smooth material¯ow is disturbed. The sixth factor is used to determine the sequence-dependent setup times at each stage. The setup time has a uniform distribution. The lower bound, SL m , and the upper bound, SH m , of the uniform distribution are calculated by using the S/P ratio and the processing times at each stage. First, the average processing time of each family at each stage is calculated as follows, where K is an estimated kanban size: average processing time of family i at stage mˆX
The parameter K is selected according to factor B. K is equal to 25 or 50, when factor B is at the low or high level, respectively. These di erent values are used to keep the ratio of the setup time to total time constant. Then, SL m and SH m values are calculated as follows: The seventh factor is the backorder cost to inventory holding cost B/I ratio. The backorder cost of an item is equal to the inventory holding cost times the B/I ratio such that b ijmˆ… B/I †h ijm . The experimental design is a 2 7 full-factorial design as there are seven factors with two levels each, which are listed in table 2. Five replications are taken for each combination, resulting in 640 di erent randomly generated runs.
Other variables in the system are treated as ® xed parameters and generated as follows:
. There are ® ve stages, denoted as A, B, C, D and E. The routings for families are ® xed and are given in ® gure 1. When factor A is at the low level, the ® rst four families are used. . The inventory holding costs are generated randomly from the interval UN ‰5; 10Š: . The processing times for the balanced case are selected randomly from the interval UN ‰0:1; 0:3Š. For the unbalanced case, the processing times at stage D are selected randomly from the interval UN ‰0:3; 0:5Š when the number of parts in each family are low, and from the interval UN ‰0:2; 0:4Š when it is high. Two di erent distributions are selected to keep the setup to processing time ratio in the system constant.
Kanban systems maintain constant levels of total on-hand and in-process inventory at each production stage. To determine the maximum inventory level, we use the Toyota formula:
where n is the number of kanbans, a is the kanban size, D is the average demand rate, L is the expected lead time, and s is the safety factor. The safety factor, s, is taken as 0.05. An important problem that arise with the Toyota formula is the estimation of the lead times. Lead time is not an attribute of the part, rather it is a property of the shop¯oor. Lead times vary greatly depending on capacity, shop load, product mix and batch sizes as discussed in Karmarkar (1993) . For the lead time estimation, Ragatz and Mabert (1984) show that the rules that utilize shop information generally perform better than rules that utilize only job information. Therefore, we select the work-in-queue rule proposed by Ragatz and Mabert. As the lead times are estimated for each stage, the maximum inventory levels for an item at each stage will change. In that way, we can allocate di erent number of kanbans at each stage for the same item. This will not only increase the solution space for the scheduling but also may increase the power of the kanban system over imperfect settings (Takahashi 1994) . Karmarkar and Kekre (1989) show that the e ects of kanban sizes, number of kanbans, and their interactions are signi® cant on the performance of kanban systems. Therefore, we vary the number of kanbans and kanban sizes in a way that the maximum inventory level for each part at each stage, MINV ijm , remains constant. There are three decision variables that are the withdrawal cycle length, T , the number of kanbans for part i of family j, denoted as item …i; j †, for a given T , n T ij , and the kanban sizes, a T ij . For the withdrawal cycle length, six alternatives are generated such as f8; 4; 2; 1; 0:5; 0:25g hours or f480; 240; 120; 60; 30; 15g minutes. We also generate a set of number of kanbans as a power of 2, hence the alternative kanban sizes for each item are calculated as follows:
; 8 T and n T ijˆf 1; 2; 4; 8; 16; 32g
Therefore, to determine the values of the decision variables, each sequencing rule will evaluate 36 alternatives for each replication and ® nd the kanban sequences at each 3872 stage to select the alternative with the minimum sum of inventory holding and backorder costs. There are six alternative T values and the number of instances of best T values for all runs are summarized in table 3. For the family-based methods, the setup to processing time ratio is smaller, therefore family-based methods can force the withdrawal cycle lengths to shorter values. This ratio is relatively higher for the FCFS rule, so longer withdrawal cycle lengths are chosen to minimize total production cost. When we analyse table 3, we see that the withdrawal cycle length selected is not robust to scheduling rule used. This result shows the impact of operating parameters on design parameters in decision making. In the existing literature, instantaneous material handling and FCFS are used together, although we can easily claim that this combination may not be e ective for all experimental conditions. In fact, itembased rules perform well when the withdrawal cycle lengths are long enough to justify the setup times and to highlight the items. The FCFS-F rule, on the other hand, prefers shorter withdrawal cycle lengths than the FCFS rule to minimize the under production of less desirable items since it cannot react timely to the demand variations due to long production of families.
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The overall results of the di erent sequencing rules are summarized along with the minimum, average, and the maximum values in tables 4± 7. The maximum inventory levels of the rules, which are calculated by summing up the inventory holding costs when inventories are full over all stages over the planning horizon, are given in table 4. For the kanban system to work properly a minimum level of inventory should be kept in the system. Once this level is determined, the inventories should be kept full, and the deviations re¯ect the nervousness of the system that should be interpreted as lost production. The maximum inventory level is not a performance measure and it should not be interpreted alone. As long as the system performs good, the lower the inventory level, the better the system performance. The minimum value is achieved by the SPT/LATE rule. Furthermore, there is a positive correlation between the withdrawal cycle length and the maximum inventory levels such that the maximum inventory level increases for the longer the withdrawal cycle lengths. Therefore, the FCFS rule gives the highest maximum inventory level value. The maximum value for all rules is occurred for the same factor combination of …1110111 †, where low and high levels for each factor are represented by 0 and 1, respectively. In other words, all of the factors except the demand variability are at their high levels. For the inventory holding cost, the minimum average value is given by the SPT-F rule as shown in table 5. When we interpret these values in conjunction with the maximum inventory levels, we see that on the average 42.99%, 43.76% and 44.38% of inventories are full for FCFS, FCFS-F and SPT-F, respectively. The best performance is achieved by the SPT/LATE rule, as on the average 55.88% of inventories are full. These ® gures are obtained by dividing the average inventory holding cost to average maximum inventory level of each rule. These ratios also indicate that the system performance can be signi® cantly improved by using a more sophisticated scheduling algorithm. Table 6 shows the backorder costs for the sequencing rules. The best average performance is again achieved by the SPT/LATE rule. We also compare the ® ll rates of these rules as indicated in table 7. The ® ll rate is the probability of an order being satis® ed through the inventories and it is calculated only for the ® nal stage A. The relative performance of the rules is same as the one for the backorder cost. We applied a paired t-test to the cost terms of the 640 randomly 3874 generated runs found by these sequencing rules to check the statistical signi® cance of their di erences. For the inventory holding cost, the rules were statistically di erent with p 4 0:000 signi® cance, except the FCFS-F and SPT/LATE pair for which p 4 0:002. For the backorder cost, all of the rules were again di erent with p 4 0:000 signi® cance, except the FCFS-F and SPT-F pair for which p 4 0:005. In table 8, we summarize the number of times the minimum total cost value of a sequencing rule outperforms others over 640 runs. Notice that more than one sequencing rule can have the best value for a certain run if there is a tie. Furthermore, a sequencing rule that ® nds the minimum total cost may not necessarily give the minimum T value as shown in table 8.
Our experimental results are consistent with the ® ndings of Lee (1987) , Lee and Seah (1988) , Wemmerlo È v and Vakharia (1991), and Berkley (1993) . In our experimental runs, the SPT/LATE rule performs signi® cantly better than the FCFS rule. Furthermore, the family-based scheduling rules can generate signi® cant improvements with respect to¯ow time and lateness-oriented performance measures over the FCFS rule as also shown by Wemmerlo È v and Vakharia, since the ability to avoid setups is related to the performance of scheduling procedures in general. On the other hand, the SPT-F rule gives smaller inventory holding cost values than the FCFS-F rule, whereas the FCFS-F rule gives smaller backorder costs as expected. The relative success of the SPT/LATE rule can be attributed to the fact that it is a composite dispatching rule which combines the family and item-based methods. For the high setup time case, the performance of SPT/LATE is very similar to the SPT-F/ LATE since setup times dominate the individual kanban processing times in the updated processing time calculations, and all of the items from the same family will be scheduled consecutively. For the low setup time case, the SPT/LATE rule selects small withdrawal cycle lengths to minimize the backorder cost, and the LATE component of the rule, which is equivalent to the FCFS rule, is applied if any item is backlogged more than a predetermined number of periods. This fact can be observed in table 9, where we summarize the correlation coe cients using the two-tailed Pearson test between the dispatching rules for the inventory holding and backorder costs. In table 10, we present the actual results of each sequencing rule for the ® rst replication over 128 randomly generated runs. This table can provide the reader with a reference for selecting an operating policy in practice and also provide more information on the relative performance of the sequencing rules under varying conditions. In this table, we used an`' to denote the best sequencing rule in each case. Furthermore, an`' indicates the runs where the minimum cost and minimum T values were found by two di erent sequencing rules. For example, for the factor combination of …0101010 †, the SPT/LATE rule found both the minimum cost and T Table 9 . Correlation coe cients between the sequencing rules. values. For …0101010 †, the SPT/LATE rule found the minimum cost value, whereas the SPT-F gave the minimum T value. For each sequencing rule, we also applied a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test on the performance measures of inventory holding and backorder costs. All of the factors were statistically signi® cant for the inventory holding cost with p 4 0:000. For the backorder cost, all of the factors except the S/P ratio for all rules and the imbalance for the FCFS rule were signi® cant with p 4 0:000. Of these factors A, B and C directly a ect the product variety and the amount to be produced, hence the inventory holding and backorders costs. When we analyse the systems with imbalance, although we allocate di erent numbers of kanbans to each stage to increase¯exibility, the performance of the kanban system declines with an imbalance in the system. The FCFS rule is not statistically a ected since it maintains consistent kanban priorities from stage to stage and prevents kanban passing. This result is consistent with the ® ndings of Huang et al. (1983) and Gupta and Gupta (1989) . Gupta and Gupta (1989) show that in order to achieve the highest e ciency, all the stages of the kanban system should be balanced. Huang et al. (1983) show that if bottlenecks occur regularly, the system performance declines. They conclude that additional kanbans at each stage are no help at all when there is a bottleneck in the system. When we analyse the systems with low and high S/P ratios we see that when S/P ratio increases, the maximum inventory levels and inventory holding costs increase, and ® ll rates decrease. That is to say, system performance declines when setup times become considerable. This ® nding is consistent with the study of Mittal and Wang (1992) . In a simulation study the authors show that after a threshold value for the setup times, the number of kanbans required for smooth¯ow tends towards in® nite. Finally, the signi® cance of factor D, demand variability, depends on the fact that items with large demand¯uctuations in¯ate actual lead times and decrease the ® ll rates.
Conclusions
In this study, we give an overview of the literature on kanban systems in two parts. In the ® rst part, the models on determining the design parameters are explained by using a tabular format to compare di erent models. In the second part, we present the models for sequencing the production kanbans at each stage in order to investigate the interactions between the design and operational issues. Based on the literature reviewed in this paper, the limitations of the existing studies can be summarized as follows:
. Very few studies exist that consider the kanban sizes explicitly, i.e. Gupta and Gupta (1989) , Karmarkar and Kekre (1989) , Philipoom et al. (1996) , Moeeni et al. (1997) . In fact, the number of kanbans required depends on kanban sizes and these parameters together a ect the system performance. Therefore these parameters should be determined simultaneously, not sequentially. . The existing JIT production planning models deal mainly with smoothing production schedules. None of the studies consider the impact of operational issues on the design parameters. Since the ® nal assembly schedule determines production orders for all of the preceding stages, it is commonly assumed that this schedule can be propagated back through system using the FCFS rule. Therefore, the scheduling in kanban systems needs more elaboration, espe-cially under the di erent experimental conditions where the demands may be variable, setup times may be high, and the system may be imbalanced. . Even though dual-card kanban systems are periodic in nature, there are a limited number of studies on periodic review systems. The typical assumption is that kanban withdrawal mechanism is instantaneous. We showed that the most commonly used combination of the FCFS rule with the instantaneous kanban withdrawal mechanism may not be a good policy for all experimental conditions. In contrary, the FCFS rule performs better when the withdrawal cycle lengths are long enough to justify the setup times.
We also analysed the impact of operational issues, such as kanban sequences and actual lead times, on the design parameters of the withdrawal cycle length, kanban size and number of kanbans using the four commonly used sequencing rules in the literature. We observed that the withdrawal cycle lengths are not robust to scheduling decisions such that item-based methods prefer longer withdrawal cycle lengths whereas the family-based rules prefer shorter ones. One of the main assumptions of JIT is repetitive manufacturing. Therefore, factors that adversely a ect the repetitive nature of the system, i.e. increasing the product variety and decreasing product standardization, reduce the performance of kanban systems. It is observed analytically that perfectly balanced lines outperform the imbalanced ones even when we vary the number of kanbans at each stage. The factors that a ect the congestion of the system, such as demand mean and variability, number of families, and number of parts in each family, also a ect system performance. The item-based rules perform better than the family-based rules in terms of backorder cost and ® ll rates if the system load is loose, and the opposite is true as the system load increases. When setup times become considerable system performance declines, since large setup times require large lot sizes, and large lot sizes in¯ate lead times and in-process inventory levels. For high setup time cases algorithms that can decrease the total setup time perform better than the others, i.e. family-based rules outperform itembased rules. In general, the family-based rules are more robust against increases in setup time. Finally, more sophisticated scheduling algorithms should be developed to determine kanban sequences in order to increase the e ectiveness of these systems.
